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investment business

Happy returns
Who are the rock stars of south  
africa’s investment management 

industry? Who should you entrust With 
your funds? these money-management 

professionals are leading the race  
to generate rip-roaring returns in the 

stock market, says Jackie cameron
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here are two main ways to invest 

in the shares of companies listed 

on the Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange: you can choose to run your 

own portfolio through a stockbroking 

firm, or you can entrust your money to 

an asset-management professional, who 

will invest on your behalf through a col- 

lective investment scheme, such as a unit 

trust fund, along with other investors’ 

money. The easiest is the collective way, 

as a fund manager does all the work of 

identifying shares to buy and keeps a 

close eye on things, with a view to selling 

shares when it is time to make a profit  

or cut loose from a dud purchase.

But, finding a great fund manager is 

easier said than done. There are not far 

off of 1 000 collective investment schemes 

to choose from these days, many of which 

a specific class of shares. Just as with  

a horse race, there is often some luck 

required in achieving the best investment 

performance. For example, if your fund 

has a mandate to invest in gold, your 

manager is likely to have looked like an 

asset-management star in recent times, 

because the world has had an insatiable 

appetite for gold, pushing prices of gold 

companies ever upward and, as a result, 

fuelling your investment returns. 

But, business cycles and economies  

are constantly developing and changing 

and, as they do, other asset managers will 

rise to the top of the performance charts. 

Nevertheless, you can identify the better 

stock pickers when comparing their per- 

formance with others who are entrusted 

with similar types of portfolios. Bear in 

mind that, just as some runners are better 

at long-distance events, while others excel 

at short stretches, investment professionals 

also perform differently depending on 

whether you are sizing up their returns 

for short- or long-term performance.  

Here are some of today’s best equity 

money managers, looking at different 

types of investment strategies.

JoHn Biccard
Investec value Fund
John Biccard, many would argue, is the 

current superstar of South Africa’s asset 

managers. His fund appears among the 

top five value funds, whether you are 

looking at investment returns over long-  

or short-term periods. He’s not always 

number one, a search using Profile Media’s 

FundsData Online investor tools reveals, 

and is regularly pipped by the likes of 

Dave Foord of Foord Asset Management, 

but he is always in the top five where 

there is often just a fraction of a percent 

difference in investment returns between 

the front-runners.

Unlike others who have enjoyed the 

status of being among the country’s top 

investment professionals, he is a modest 

chap who is generous with his views of 

investment opportunities. You are likely to 

hear him speaking about his investment 

choices periodically on business shows.

Another way of identifying the best 

stock pickers is by asking investment 

professionals who they would give their 

money to if they weren’t able to invest  

it themselves. They are unlikely to make 

their choices based on a cold analysis  

of the unit trust performance tables:   

specialise in JSE Ltd-listed shares. Dozens 

of investment professionals who manage 

these funds are exceptionally good at 

what they do. Selecting the best manager 

is now a specialised area of investment 

research in itself. Many intermediaries 

focus on the work of identifying the best 

asset managers for their clients’ savings 

by sizing up each investment professional’s 

style for a variety of factors, ranging from 

how much risk is hidden in a portfolio to 

the volatility of returns they generate.  

You’d think it would be easy to see who 

the best professional stock pickers are by 

trawling through the monthly, quarterly 

and annual unit trust performance tables. 

However, close inspection will reveal that 

some of yesterday’s heroes are plodding 

along in the bottom reaches of the fund 

rankings, while others who were nipping 

at their heels a few years ago are enjoying 

their time in the spotlight, and picking up 

prizes for their investment performance, 

but knowing that their glory is probably 

going to be short-lived. 

Of course, a significant variable in 

investment performance lies in a fund 

manager’s mandate. While some can  

be flexible and change their strategy to 

fit in with unexpected developments in 

financial markets or the economy, others 

are legally and morally obliged to stick  

to a particular sector or type of share 

because they are selling expertise in  

T
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they already know who their competitors 

are and who they would most like to 

emulate, and keep close tabs on what 

these people are buying and selling. This 

is less scientific, of course, but you will 

find Biccard’s name on the lips of many 

investment professionals when asked to 

identify their most formidable competitor.

Biccard, thanks to his performance 

over the years, has an astonishing 

R7.8 billion to manage. Every R100 

entrusted to his fund for investment a 

decade ago is now worth just shy of 

R900, or an average annual return of 

roughly 20%, his fund’s fact sheet shows.

He describes his fund’s investment 

objective as aiming to provide capital 

growth over the long term and returns 

well in excess of the FTSE/JSE All Share 

close inspection will reveal that some  
of  yesterday’s heroes are plodding along  

in the bottom reaches of the fund rankings,  
while others who were nipping at their heels a few 

years ago are enjoying their time in the spotlight,  
picking up prizes for their investment performance, 
but knowing that their glory is probably short-lived 

Index, measured over three-year periods. 

Biccard looks for shares that are trading 

at a discount to what he believes should 

be their fair value. He favours companies 

with nice dividend yields and strong cash 

flows. In other words, as a value investor, 

he buys what other investors keep away 

from: ugly ducklings that he reckons will 

turn into swans.

It is easy to hitch a ride with Biccard. 

You can add to his pot by investing a 

minimum R10 000 lump sum or through 

a R500 monthly unit trust fund debit 

order, though remember that his fund 

can close because he wants to keep the 

amount manageable in order to deliver 

solid returns for his clients.

Evan WalkEr
MoMentuM sMall/MId-cap Fund
One of the easiest places to make  

the biggest investment gains – and to 

lose the most – is in the sector of the 

market with companies of smaller market 

capitalisations. Evan Walker plays in this 

space, where competition is fierce among 

investment professionals who are trying to 

identify companies likely to be tomorrow’s 

blue chips.

Walker says he focuses on buying 

undervalued, dividend-paying shares of 

companies that look likely to enter JSE’s 

Top 40 index for his fund, which has more 

than R600 million under management. 

He has garnered much attention for his 

investment prowess. 

The fund he has managed since 2007  

has made about 17% for his investors 

every year over three years and about 

25% per year when you average out 

annual returns over a decade, according 

to fund supermarket Equinox.co.za. 

FundsData Online has this fund as the 

overall equity performer in South Africa 

over three years in December, with an 

incredible annual return of more than 

100% over that period.
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